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A firm eclectic and various debut LP on Zero-k productions. Have a bun in the oven mutations of dub,

breakbeat, ragga and electronica, attended by centripetal lyrics. 13 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC:

Breakbeat/Breaks, HIP HOP/RAP: Trip Hop We Are In The Later Songs Details: Akrasi present 'We are

In The Later' - a firm eclectic and various debut LP on Zero-k productions, mastered by Denis Blackham.

"Have a bun in the oven mutations of dub, breakbeat, ragga and electronica, attended by centripetal

lyrics" Metro "The production on 'We are in the future' is great and Akrasi's singing voice and songs are

also great!' Rob Smith of Smith  Mighty "Experimental sounds for the music devotees. Fresh sounds

combined with live make this an exciting forum for undiscovered talent " Time Out "Finding time between

filming documentaries and running a small production company, jungalist sista Akrasi squeezes in live

concerts. Akrasi also established Juju at the africa centre, an ongoing experiment to blend roots, breaks

and b-line culture. Have a bun in the oven moody mutations of dub, breakbeat, ragga and electronica,

attended by her centripetal lyrics" Metro "Dark, deep down tempo breaks done with flattering voice,

endless, urban moods. They produce a jazzy deepness that you only know from black and white movies.

After this record, we will hear much from them, because in this mode they blow Portishead out of their

sleep and could be considered the only counterpart in this sound." Debug Magazine BACKGROUND

Akrasi are Joyce Akrasi (singer / songwriter / film maker) and Patrick Seaman, previously of Manchester

band Sandmen (producer / musician). Currently gearing up to release 'We are In The Later' - a firm

eclectic They produce a monthly Zero-k radio show on Resonance 104.4 FM Akrasi have collaborated

with: Kevin Davy (Lamb), MC BuzzB (LionRock), MC Quest (Sub Dark), DJ Peabird (Breakz R Uz) and

Tim Whetter (EMS Synths). Based in South London they met German Bjork/Wu Tang remixers -

Funkstorung in 2000, who invited them to Munich for their first performance supporting LTJ Bukem. The
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Zero1 EP was released on Funkstorung's label Sellwell Productions a year later. Since then, highlights of

live performances include: The National theatre Festival, Motherbar, Cargo, The Africa Centre, The

Crystal Palace Bowl Festival and Bugbar, The Rainbow Birmingham. The Muffathalle with DJ Blame +

MC Conrad, Muffatcafe with DJ Swamp, Funkstorung and Mixmaster morris, Germany. Maria Intscher

private show, Paris fashion week. CONTACT AKRASI Zero-k Productions PO Box 37271 London SW11

5WZ United Kingdom email info@akrasiwebsite akrasi.com
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